This paper presents a graph-theoretic characterization of idempotent Boolean relation matrices of finite order. A relation-theoretic point of view is adopted in the paper. Idempotent matrices appear in the sequence of powers of any Boolean relation matrix, and are of purely theoretical as well as applied interest in connection with issues of convergence. The results provide a detailed description of the connectivity and cyclic structure of the directed graphs of idempotent matrices. The study is basically motivated by certain connectivity and flow problems which arise in the analysis of largescale information systems. The formal results are exemplified in an investigation of the asymptotic forms of a recursive model of an information system which affords a conjoin t representation of processes of communication and derivation of information. A second principal application is given in a process formulation for the generation of cons istent rank orderings. The relation between system des ign and idempotent forms is exhibited in the two applications.
Introduction
In this paper we present a graph-theoretic characterization of idempotent Boolean relation matrices of finite order, that is, matrices S such that S2 = S. We adopt an approach which corresponds to that of an earlier study of the graphs and powers of finite relation matrices and stochastic matrices [9] .1 The present results essentially treat issues of detailed matrix structure_ This study is basically motivated by certain connectivity and flow problems which arise in the analysis of the structure of large-scale information systems. The formal results are exemplified in part in an investigation of the asymptotic forms of a recursive model of an information system [8, 10] (sec. 5). Additional applications are noted in the body of the paper, including among others, a Boolean process formulation of consistent rank orderings [2] (sec. 4).
Definitions
We adhere essentially to a relation-theoretic point of view in the analysis of the directed graphs of Boolean relation matrices [5] . The terminology given below corresponds in the main to that of some earlier studies [9, 10] and is also consistent with certain current expositions of the theory of graphs [4] .
A homogeneous binary or dyadic relation defined on a finite set k of elements is construed in classical fashion as any rule p which specifies for each ordered couple (ai, aj) ing toward aj; an edge of the reflexive form ai, Cl'i is taken to be admissible for any vertex Cl'i in G(R) and is represented by a simple loop from ai back to Cl'i. A subgraph of an arbitrary graph G is a subset of the edges and vertices of G containing with each e dge its endpoints. Given this one-one representation, it is then useful to consider the Boolean relation matrix R (G) corresponding to any specified directed graph G.
Any given subgraph H of G (H c G) may then be repre-
sented by the sub matrix R (H) (in the general sense of subrelation) of the relation matrix R (G) corresponding to G. We consider next a sequence of definitions which provide the basis for a primary classification of the directed graphs of homogeneous binary relations defined on finite sets of elements. The fundamental notion employed here is that of connectivity [4] .
A vertex Cl' of graph G is said to be connected to a vertex f3 in a subgraph He G if, and only if, H con- Two properties of universal nets which are of interest in the sequel are the following [9] . A cyclic net is universal if, and only if, the greatest common divisor of the orders of all cycles contained therein is unity. A cyclic net is then at once simple and universal if, and only if, it is of unit order.
Idempotence
For Boolean relation matrices of finite order, it is clear that idempotence is intrinsically connected with the issue of convergence of matrix powers (cf. [1, 3, 7, 9] ). Thus, if R * is in some sense the unique limit matrix in the sequence of powers of a relation matrix R, R* is idempotent.
For the purpose of this paper, we employ the following notation: R, 5 square Boolean relation matrices of order n; union, R US; intersection, R n 5; inclusion, R ~ 5; identity, R = 5, for R ~ 5 and 5 ~ R; proper inclusion, R < 5, for R ~ 5 and R .,e 5; relative prgduct or matrix product, RS; converse (or transpose), R; negation (or complement), R. This is also the scheme of notation employed in connection with binary relations and rectangular Boolean relation matrices.
In the following, a Boolean relation matrix R will be said to be convergent in its powers if, and only if, there exists in the sequence {Rk; k = 1,2, ... } a power Rm such that Rm~Rm + l. A relation matrix R will be said to be oscillatory or periodic in its powers if, and only if, there exists in the sequence {Rk; k = 1,2, ... } a power Rm such that R'" = Rm+p where p is the smallest integer for which this holds and p > 1. Any matrix R' which appears infinitely often in the sequence of powers of a Boolean relation matrix R will be called a limit matrix
ofR.
For Boolean relation matrices of finite order, the following two results are immediate [9] . First, a relation matrix is finitely either convergent or oscillatory in its powers. Second, a convergent relation matrix R of order n(n ~ 2) con verges to one of the following: (i)
The null matrix An = IIrull, rij = 0 for all i, j; (ii) the universal matrix Vn = Ilrijll, rij = 1 for all i, j; (iii) some idempotent matrix R* such that An < R* < Vn.
It may be shown that there always exist for any Boolean relation matrix R of order n (periodic or convergent) three idempotent relation matrices which are functions of the powers of R. Let In a Boolean relation matrix R = I I r;jll (i,) = 1, ... , n) a matrix element rij will be said to be j-convergent (O-convergent) in the powers of R if ri-ta) = 1 (0) in all limit matrices R~ (a= 1, ... ,p) of R. An element rij is said to be oscillatory in the powers of R if, and only if, it is neither I·convergent nor O-convergent. In the general case, a matrix element may be I·convergent or O·convergent even though R is periodic in its powers.
For convenience, an element rij which is not O-convergent will be called recurrent in the powers of R.
The following lemmas provide a detailed account of these properties; since these results are essentially obvious we omit proofs. PROOF: R* is an equivalence relation matrix if, and only if, it is at once reflexive, symmetric, and transitive . The result then follows directly from the Theorem, since symmetry of R* requires the mutual inaccessibility of vertices in distinct maximal cyclic nets of G(R).
We consider next a graph-theoretic characterization of the structure of idempotent relation matrices. For this purpose we complete the primary classification of vertices of directed graphs begun earlier. A vertex a in a graph G will be said to be circuit free in G if, and only if, a is contained in no cycle of G. We proceed to a classification of circuit free vertices. . A maximal cyclic net or a maximal null net of a graph G will be called a maximal net of G. Every vertex of a graph G is, therefore, uniquely assigned to some maximal net of G.
A maximal null net NeG is said to be an articulated net in G if, and only if, the following condi tion obtains:
for every vertex {X accessible from N in G there exists a cyclic traverse from N to a in G. In the graph of ~ strong ordering relation matrix, for example, the termInal vertex constitutes an articulated net and all other vertices are in null nets of unit order which are not articulated. The concept of maximal null net is evidently important in the formal representation of "redundancy" in graphs or networks.
A subgraph He G is said to be complete in G 
The idempotent matrices R** and R* both have permanent graphs. G(R*) contains all vertex accessibilities of G(R) (and also slings or auto-accessibilities for all vertices), while G(R * *) exhibits all recurrent vertex accessibilities of G(R). Thus, R* =R** if, and only if, all vertex accessibilities of G(R) are recurrent and, in fact coincide with I-convergences of elements of R* and R**. But this is so if, and only if, every vertex of G(R) is in a cycle.
COROLLARY 2b: For any Boolean relation matrix R of order n, there exists a unique permanent graph in the sequence of graphs {G(R k); k = J, 2,. . . }.
PROOF: The sequence, in fact, contains at most (n-I)2+ 1 distinct graphs (cf.
[9]). The result follows from the Theorem and the unique idempotence of the identity element in any group and thus in the group of limit matrices of R. 
The maximal nets of G(R) are thus complete and G(R)
also satisfies the condition of the Theorem. G(R) arid G(R) are, therefore, permanent graphs.
Necessity. Assume G(R) and its complement to be permanent graphs. We_show that any two distinct maximal nets in G(R) (G(R)) which are connected with· out an intervening maximal net between them, cannot be both universal nets or both articulated nets. There clearly must exist an intervening (maximal) universal net between any.!..wo distinct and connected articulated nets in G(R) (G(R) ). By virtue of the evident cor.!.e· spondence between maximal nets of G(R) and G(R), it then follows that an intervening articulated net must exist between any two distiIl£t and connected (maxi· mal) universal nets in G(R) (G(R) ) . Finally, we show that any two distinct maximal nets in G(R) (G(R)) are strongly connected. Assume M and N to be maximal nets, M #-N, .!!either of which is connected to th~oth.er in
G(R) (G(R)). Then the proper complements
, M must be strongly connected to N; for if not, G(R) or G(R) would not be complete, which is again a contradiction. Consequently, G(R) and G(R) are single chains of complete maximal nets which are alternately universal and articulated.
COROLLARY: If C(R) and its complement are both permanent graphs, C(R) is symmetric if, and only if, it is the null graph or the universal graph.
The following example provides an illustration of Theorem 3. Let p denote the relation "less than, or equal to and odd" defined over the set of positive inte· gers Sn = {k; 1 ~ k ~ n}; thus for x, YESn, xpy if, and only if, x < y, or x = y and is odd. The negation p of p then denote s the relation "greater than, or equal to and even." The relations p, 15 are at once transitive and com pact (p ~ p2, P ~ 15 2 ) so ...!hat the corresponding Boolean rell!!ionmatrices R, R are both indempotent. G(R) and G(R) consequently consist of single chains of maximal nets of unit order which are alternately uni· versal and articulated.
Not all idempotent relation matrices are accessible as limit matrices of nontrivial convergent sequences.
An idempotent Boolean relation matrix S is said to have a proper power primitive if, and only if, there exists a convergent relation matrix R with limit matrix R*=S #-R (cf. [6] ).
THEOREM 4: An idempotent Boolean relation matrix S of order n (n ~ 2) has no proper power primitive if, and only if, C(S) contains at least n -1 maximal uni· versal nets, and any path between distinct vertices in C(S) contains exactly one acyclic edge.
PROOF: Sufficiency. Assume the condition of the Theorem holds. Consider any convergent relation matrix R with limit matrix R * = S. We show R = S . 
The maximal nets of G(R) and G(S) coincide identically by Theorems 1 and 2. Any acyclic edge in G(R) is in G(S) for any such edge involves at least one vertex in a universal net which is by Theorem 1 in G(S). Con· versely, any acyclic edge in G(5) is in G(R). For

f3 is in G(R). G(R) and G(S) coincide and R=S.
Necessity. Assume S is without proper power primi· tive. Consider the alternatives: (i) there exists a maxi· mal net in G(S) of order m ~ 2; (ii) G(S) contains two or more articulated nets ; (iii) there exists at least one path in G(5) between distinct vertices involving two or more acyclic edges. If any of the three alternatives were to hold, it would be possible to construct a proper power primitive by adjoining (case (ii) and case (i) for null nets) or by removing (case (iii) and (i) for universal nets) a single edge in G(S). The three alternatives are jointly excluded and lead to the condition of the Theorem. This completes the proof.
Theorem 4, in effect, states that an idempotent Boolean relation matrix S of order n (n ~ 2) has no proper power primitive if, and only if, S contains an identity matrix of order n -1 and the intersection S n Tn is nilpotent, in fact (5 n 7n)2 = An.
COROLLARY: Every Boole<J:!! relation matrix R of order n ~ 3 with G(R) and G(R) both permanent graphs has a proper power primitive.
PROOF: Directly by Theorems 3 and 4 (for n = 2, the proposition fails).
We now define the graph of the sequence of powers of an arbitrary relation matrix and consider it briefly. The power graph <I:(R) of a Boolean relation matrix R of order n (n ~ 1) is given by the finite directed graph with labeled vertices corresponding to the distinct powers of R and with edges existing only between successive powers. The order of cfJ(R) is taken to be the cardinal number of vertices in <I:(R). cfJ(R) clearly constitutes a many-one connected graph which is predominantly one-one with the exception of a distinguished pair of vertices which are both connected in one step to a unique vertex of cfJ(R). The following properties of <fXR) are readily verified: In the succeeding sections of the paper we treat two applications of the present results on idempotence.
Application in a Process Formulation of Consistent Orderings
As a simple application of some of the previous results, we briefly consider a stationary Boolean process formulation of rank orderings. In this approach, the particular properties of consistent order are taken to be absent (or not fully present) at the outset of the process, and are sequentially generated so as to be exhibited in complete form only at equilibrium term of the process. An ordering process or computation of this type might, for example, represent some aspects of the "process of weighing or balancing alternatives" in a problem of preference rankings (for a formally related approach to orderings, cf.
[2]).
For present purposes, we select two types of consistent ordering, weak ordering and quasi-ordering. In a weak ordering p, the binary relation p is required to be at once reflexive, transitive, and connected. Let R denote the weak ordering relation matrix of order n corresponding to p. R then satisfies the fol-
R is clearly idempotent and the following identity obtains: (iv) R U R = V". The identity states the complete "order-comparability" of all elements of the domain and range of p. In a quasi-ordering, comparability is not imposed as the binary relation satisfies only the two requirements of reflexivity and transitivity; the corresponding quasi-ordering matrix R is again idempotent. We exclude the case of a strong ordering p (p at once irreflexive, connected, and transitive) in the present formulation for the obvious reason that any strong ordering matrix R is nilpotent.
A finite sequence of successive powers of a Boolean relation matrix R of order n (n ~ 2) will be said to be a weak ordering (quasi-ordering) process with generator or primitive R if, and only if, all powers are distinct, except for the ultimate and penultimate powers which coincide and are weak ordering (quasi-ordering) relation matrices. A weak ordering process or a quasiordering process is called nontrivial if the sequence contains at least three powers, and is otherwise termed trivial.
It is clear that examples of nontrivial weak ordering and quasi-ordering processes may be readily constructed. For any relation matrix R such that 11/ U R ¥= R*, the sequence {(In U R)k; 1 ~ k ~ n} contains a nontri vial quasi-ordering process in which the transitive closure R* is the terminal power. If in G(R) of the preceding example, one at least of any two distinct vertices is accessible from the other (cf. (iv) above), then the sequence contains a nontrivial weak ordering process.
We have the following result on ordering processes. y, a; (iii) a, {3, y, {3, ex, y. The graph then exhibits a path involving two acyclic edges, which is a contradiction. R therefore has a proper power primitive and is the limit matrix of some nontrivial weak ordering process.
The earlier results (and the observations on power graphs) consequently provide a basis for the design of processes of varying length for the evolution of consistent orderings where the latter, in effect, arise in the attainment of "maximal connectivities." Although we do not consider these further here, ordering processes of a more general character may be introduced as "subrelations" of terms in sequences which converge to limit forms of non-ordering type; as may, for example, be carried through with the aid of Theorem 3 (cf. Corollary, Theorem 4). Moreover, maximal null nets could in ranking problems be formally treated as representations of incommensurability.
Application in an Information System Model
We examine, lastly, the structure of a recursive model of a large-scale information system which was first proposed and studied in connection with a particular logical formulation of processes of communication or diffusion of information [8] . The model was originally stated in the formalism of the calculus of relations, but some of its basic properties were investigated, with greater convenience, by graph-theoretic means and associated relation matrix methods. In the earlier study, principal interest attached to the structure of transient information flow, and to algorithms for the computation of "minimum transmission times" in the propagation of information. At this point, we fix attention on issues of equilibrium or steady-state information flow. This leads naturally to an abstract connectivity approach to issues relating to the accessibility of information. In the following, we adhere for the most part to the order of development and terminology of the earlier study; some alterations of notation and language have, however, been made in the interests of clarity and conciseness [8, 10] .
We consider a recursive system O(k) defined for all nonnegative integers k, as a composition of three fundamental binary relations, of which two are homogeneous and one nonhomogeneous. Two arbitrary and distinct sets Ll, ~ are assumed to be given, each finite and non-empty. A homogeneous binary relation p called the communication relation is defined on the elements of Ll. A homogeneous binary relation er called the derivation relation (and also called the primitive implication relation) is defined on the elements of ~: er is not postulated to be either reflexive or transitive. Finally, a nonhomogeneous binary relation T called the assignment relation is defined on the product set Ll X ~, with domain and range respectively contained in Ll and~.
An element of the field (i.e., the domain or the range) of p is called a communication element or entity, and xpy is read "x communicates with y." An element of the field of er is called an information element or entity, where such entities may be of arbitrary logical or mathematical character; exer/3 is read " /3 is derived from ex" or "ex primitively implies /3." The relation T is regarded as an "initial input relation" in the recursive system; for XE:Ll, ex€~, XTex is read "x is assigned and holds ex."
The model structure is based on the perspicuous and well-known principle of computation in certain finite and closed information systems to the effect that information is produced only by the operations of (initial) assignment, communication, and derivation. In the present structure, communication and derivation are treated as equivalent or substitutable operations in respect to transmission of information and, in fact, proceed at the same unit rate. The recursive system of interest is completely defined by known structure. We proceed to reformulate the original recursive system as a stationary Boolean process (discrete parameter). Let R, 5, T be Boolean relation matrices corresponding to p, CT ... More generally, Lemma 2c provides an essentially complete graph-theoretic characterization of the convergence conditions for W(k)-sequences and more, in the present embedding. In fact, for xEIl, 7)E!, xO*7) if, and only if, for some positive integer qo there exist one or more cyclic traverses from vertex OI x to vertex Oil) in G(Q) (involving communication relation or derivation relation cyclic traverses) which exhibit paths of all integral lengths q ;?; qo. U is worth noting that a single maximal null net of G(R) may contribute to two or more maximal null nets in G(Q) depending on the structure of the "coupling subgraph" G(T).
From (3) If both Rand 5 are convergent, we write R* for R** = R; and 5* for 5** = 5; so that (7) becomes (8) The expression for W* follows directly from (8) and is given by
From (4) The expressions for W* and W * in (8) and ( The matrix W* of a convergent sequence (for given R, T, and S) is viewed as the equilibrium or steadystate information configuration of the recursive system. For many significant information sequences, W* is identically null since Rand S are both null convergent, e.g., R, S both strict hierarchies with graphs G(R), G(S) given as trees. In such cases, the closure W * regarded as the summary computational history of the sequence provides a useful description of the information process. In systems of greater complexity W* is not identically null (or the limit does not indeed exist) so that the persistence of nonnull information configurations is always mediated through "reverber· ating circuits" in the form of maximal cyclic nets of
G(R) or of G(S).
The organization of information in the present recursive system may be outlined with the aid of (8) and (9), and a supplementary classification of maximal nets. Theorem 4 and the earlier noted "informationaccessibility equivalence classes" for W* and W", are also relevant here. We consider a "hierarchical" classification of the maximal nets of G(R) and G(S).
A maximal net (null or cyclic) of G(R) (G(S)) is said to be of the first level if no vertex of the net is attainable from any other maximal net of G(R) (G(S». A maximal net of G(R) (G(S»
is recursively said to be of level kif, and only if, it is attainable in one step from a distinct maximal net of level k -1 and is not attainable in one step from any maximal net of lower level. In the general case, G(R) and G(S) are each possibly composed of disjoint and frequently similar (i.e., one-one corresponding) subgraphs. The transmission and distribution of information in the present recursive system for specified Rand S are then governed by the mode of assignment of the maximal net "hierarchies" of G(R) to the maximal net "hierarchies" of G(S). It would, consequently, be of interest to consider alternative general system designs for the achievement of preassigned W* or W *.
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6. References The maximum number of zeros in the powers of an undecomposable matrix, M. Marcus and F. May, Duke Math. J. 20, No.4, 581-588 (Dec. 1962) .
Let A be an N·square matrix. A is called decomposable if there is a permutation matrix P such that PApT is a subdirect sum. The question here is: given an n·square indecomposable matrix with complex entries, how many fixed positions (i, j), 1 ,,;; i, j,,;; n can be zero in every positive integral power of A. This is answered for several classes of matrices, including normal matrices with distinct characteristic roots.
Packing inequalities for circles, P. J. Davis, Michigan Math. J. 10,25-31 (1963) . The theory of complex variables is employed to obtain inequalities for non overlapping circles.
Lower bounds to eigenvalues using operator decompositions of the form B*B, N. W. Bazley and D. W. Fox, Arch. Rat. Mech. Anal. 10,352 (1962) . A procedure is given for obtaining lower bounds to the eigenvalues of a self·adjoint operator; the difference between the quadratic form of the operator and that of a second operator having a smaller quadratic form is assumed to be of the form ( Chapl. 16 , Princeton, New Jersey, N.J. 196 .n This paper has been prepared for the chapter on Statistics in the new (6th) edition of Scott's Standard Methods of Chemical Analysis published by Van Nostrand. The first part of the paper goes into detail regarding the steps required to obtain meaningful estimates of the errors in analytical determinations. The remainder takes up a few recurring problems in analytical chemistry along with the appropriate statistical techniques.
Precision of simultaneous measurement procedures, W. A.
Thompson, Jr., J. Am. Stat. Assoc. 58, No. 302, 474-479 (June 1963) .
We consider the problem of measurement under the following con· ditions: The process of gathering the data is such that on any given item only one opportunity for measurement occurs, but it can be observed simultaneously by several instruments. The items to be measured are variable so that one cannot obtain replicate ohserva· tions with the same instrument which would show directly the vari· ance of the instrument readings. Procedures are discussed for estimating the precisions of th e instruments and the variability of the items being measured.
Determining fastest routes using fixed schedules, B. M. Levin and S. Hedetniemi, Proc. Con/. American Federation/or In/ormation Processing Soc. 23, 1-9 (1963) . In determining routings between locations having no direct connec· tions, most published timetables leave to the patron the job of select· ing the most desirable routing. A program has been written which determines routings using speed and cost as criteria. The solution stems from and is related to the Shortest Route Problem. This paper discusses the program and its relationship to the Shortest Route Problem. The present program is designed for use in routing airmail. The techniques can be used to route passengers, or articles on any type of scheduled trans portation trip. It ('an also be us eful in evaluating proposed transportation networks.
Dielectric relaxation in a high temperature dipole lattice, R. Zwanzig, J. Chem. Phys. 38, No.1 1,2766 (}9(d) .
The effect of rotational Brownian motion on th(' dielectric suscepti· bility of a rigid cubic lattice of permanent point dipole s is calculated. All dipolar interactions are taken into account by means of a high temperature perturbation expansion. Th" most significant result is that dipolar interactions give ris(' to additional new r('laxation times, increasing dielectric loss at high frequencie s.
Some free products of cyclic groups, M. Nl"wman, Michigan
Math. J. 9,369-373 (1962) .
Let An = 2 cos (7r/n). The principal result of this paper is that the group generated by the linear fractional transformations
is the free product of a cyclic group of ord('r p and a cyclic group of order q for p "" 2, q "" 3.
Multipliers of difference sets, M. Newman, Can. J. Math. 121-1:24 (Nov. 1961) .
q be a prime divisor of n=k-A. The Hall·Ryser theorem states that if (q,v) = 1 and q> A then q is a multiplier of D. In this paper a proof of theorem is given by incidence matri ces alone. The restric· tion q > A is also removed in certain cases, ('.g. Il = q, or n = 2q and (v, 7) = 1.
The segemental variation of Blaschke products, G. T. Cargo, Duke Math.] . 30, No.1, 143-150 (Mar. 1963) . We say that a function which is regular in the open unit disk D has finite segmental variation at a point e i9 provided every line segment connecting e i9 to a point of D is mapped onto a rectifiable curve by the function . Seidel and Walsh proved that a univalent function has finite seg· mental variation almost everywhere; and Tsuji proved that, if a function has a finite Dirichlet integral , it has finite segmental variation oft· a Sl" t whose (logarithmic) capacity is zero. In this paper, analogous local and global theorems are es tablished for a well· known class of functions whose members are not univalent and do not have finite Dirichlet integrals, namely, (infinite) Blaschke products. The structure of some subgroups of the modular group, M.
Newman, Illinois J. Math. 6, No.3, 480-487 (Sep t. 1962) .
The groups [m generated by the mth powers of all elements of the 2x2 modular group r are studied and their structure determined.
The connection with the Burnside problem is discussed.
Conditions for second-order waves in hypo-elasticity, B. Bern· stein, Trans. Soc. Rheology VI, No.1, 263-27.1 (1962) . The study in hypo·elasticity of second order waves, regarded as propagating singular surfaces of order two in displacement, yields results similar to those in general elasticity theory. The amplitude of a wave must be an eigenvector of' a certain matrix, the acoustical tensor, which depends on the stress and direction of propagation, and the product square of the wave speed with the mass density must be the corresponding eigenvalue. Conditions are stated that at least one wave is possible in each direction and that the existence of a longitudinal amplitude imply the possibility of a longitudinal wave. The condition that the acoustical tensor be always symmetric is the same as that a Cauchy·elastic hypo·elastic material possess a strain energy.
The invariance of symmetric functions of singular values, M. Marcus and H . Mine, Pacific J . Math. 12, No.1, 327-332 (1962) .
Let M denote the vector space of all mXn matrices over the complex numbers and let T be a linear map of M into itself. Letj(A) denote the 1'" elementary symmetric function of the squares of the singular values of A, AEM. We determine completely the structure of the group Mf of all linear T satisfying the invariance condition:
Bounds for cofactors and arithmetic minima of quadratic forms, M. Newman, J. London Math. Soc. 38,p. 215-217 (Apr. 1963 Non-linear effects in spectra of the iron group, R. E. Trees, . Rev. "1.29, No.3, 1220 -1224 (Feb. 1, 1963 10, 141-146 (1963) .
Phys
This paper exhibits an interrelationship among three apparently unrelated subjects, namely, normal functions, Montel's property, and interpolation with bounded holomorphic functions in the open unit disk. As a by-product, new and somewhat shorter proofs of several known results are obtained.
Copositive and completely positive quadratic forms, M. Hall, Jr., and M. Newman, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 59, 329-339 (1963) .
The relation between quadratic forms which are sums of squares of non· negative linear forms, and quadratic forms which are non-negative for non·negative values of the variables is investigated and a duality theorem is proved.
Covers and packings in a family of sets, J. Edmonds, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. LXVIII. No.5, 494-499 (Sept. 1962) .
A graph-theoretic characterization is given of (1) minimum-cardinality covers of a set 5 chosen from a specified family F of its subsets and (2) maximum-cardinality famili",s of mutually disjoint sets chosen from F.
On the pedestrian queueing problem, G. Weiss , Bull. Intern. Stat. Inst . XXXIX, No.4, 163-168 (1962) .
1. C. Tanner has discussed the problem of the delay to pedestrians trying to cross a road, and being blocked by traffic. In his treatment it was assumed that the pedestrians arrived at the intersection completely at random and crossed either upon arrival or in a group, after the departure of a car. Tanner also assumed that the criterion for crossing depended on whether the gap seen by the pedestrian exceeded a given one, Te, and that the gaps were described by a Poisson distribution. Mayne generalized this problem by allowing arbitrary gap and arrival distributions with the gap acceptance criterion given by a critical gap Te, as in Tanner's treatment. We shall consider the same problem assuming a Poisson arrival distribution for pedestrians, but allowing for a probabilistic gap acceptance criterion, i.e., we let art) be the probability that a pede~trian will cross the road if he sees a gap of t in the oncoming traffic. In this paper the imbedded Markoff process generated by this situation will be studied, an expression for the generating function for the number of pedestrians at the intersection will be given, and various other statistics discussed.
A connection between Tauberian theorems and normal functions, G. T. Cargo, Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 68, No.4, 400-401 (July 1962) . In this note it is pointed out that certain Tauberian theorems follow immediately from some recent research of Lehto-Virtanen and Bagemihl-Seidel.
Note on a subgroup of the modular group, M. Newman and J. R. Smart, Proc. Am. Math. Soc. 14, No . 1, [102] [103] [104] .
Let f be the 2x2 modular group, rz the subgroup of f generated by the squares of the elements of r , P the subgroup of r generated by the cubes of the elements of r. Let G' denote the commutator subgroup of G for any subgroup G of r. Then it is shown that (rz)' (P)' =f', (P), n (P)' = [(6) where [(6) is the principal congruence subgroup of r of level 6.
Linear velocity-gradient term in time-dependent pair distribution function, R. E. Nettleton, J. Chem. Phys. 38, No.8, 179-1802 .
A Chapman-Enskog type perturbation solution, in gradients of energy, velocity, and density, is proposed for the hierarchy of integro-differential equations obeyed by the time·dependent UrsellMayer functions. The hierarchy is then terminated by an ansatz relating the three-particle Ursell functions to those of lower order, which yields a closed system for the perturbations to the singlet and pair distribution functions (it is assumed the equilibrium functions are known). Attention is focused on the equation for the twoparticle functions, and on the term therein proportional to the divergence of fluid velocity, from which the bulk viscosity may be calculated. An expansion for this term is assumed in powers of scalar products of particle separations and velocities, in which the coefficients in turn are expanded in Sonine polynomials in the velocities. The functions which multiply these polynomials satisfy a system of integral equations, for which a first approximation is written down and the solution discussed. Finally, it is shown that substitution of the solution for the pair distribution function into the hierarchy equation for the singlet distribution yields an infinite number of conditions which may be used to evaluate a corresponding number of parameters in the ansatz employed to close the hierarchy_ Other NBS Publications J. Res. NBS 67A (phys_ and Chern.) , No.5 (Sept.-Oct. 1963) 70 cents. Reduction of space groups to subgroups by homogeneous strain. Precise coulometric titrations of potassium dichromate. G. Marinenko and 1. K. Taylor. 
